Academic OneFile

Research in Context

Gale Company | Farmington Hills, Michigan

Gale Cengage Co. | Farmington Hills, Michigan

Students, academics and professionals use Academic
OneFile for their research and information needs.
Academic OneFile is a reliable resource for information
on biology, history, chemistry, marketing, political science,
economics, psychology, environmental science and
criminal justice.
Via a search engine, readers can search and read fulltext articles from more than 17,000 scholarly journals,
magazines, newspapers and reports. The database even
includes speeches.

JSTOR

Ithaka Harbors (non-profit) | New York, New York

JSTOR is one of the most well-known and respected online
libraries of academic periodicals and books found in North
America. It is heavily used by researchers and is found in
most university libraries in the United States.
Via the search engine, readers can search and read
academic journals and books in the following areas:
business and economics, history, law, medicine, science,
the humanities and social sciences.

ProQuest Dissertations
& Theses Global

ProQuest Co. | Ann Arbor, Michigan

ProQuest is a robust online academic library containing
more than one million dissertations and theses from
universities in the United States and around the world.
Dissertation topics include business, economics, medicine,
science, technology, agriculture, social science, arts and
the humanities. University students, researchers, subject
experts and academics are the primary audiences for
ProQuest.

Research in Context collects primary resources and
reporting about some of the most researched subjects
at schools. It is a learning and research tool for youth,
students, teachers and the general public.
Popular topics include world culture, geography, the U.S.
government, literature, noteworthy people and science.

Press Reader

PressReader | Vancouver, Canada

PressReader is a true “digital newsstand.” This extremely
popular database contains 400 of the most read
newspapers and magazines from around the world.
A bonus is Press Reader’s easy, traditional format, which
allows users to read the digital copy as if they were
reading the print version.

Flipster

EBSCO | Ipswich, Massachusetts

With the Flipster database, readers can browse or read
the full text of 17 of the most popular magazines from the
United States.
These titles include National Geographic, Popular Science,
Entrepreneur, Wired, Forbes, Reader’s Digest, The New
Yorker and American Craft.

Kanopy

Kanopy | San Francisco, California

Ask the staff at your site about Kanopy films!
• Documentary Videos on American Society and Culture
• From science to business, from history to art, there
is a video for everyone in the Kanopy collection.

Digital Literacy

Rosen Publishing | New York, New York

The Digital Literacy library is a how-to resource for
anyone who needs to quickly build digital media skills.
Through online lessons, users can learn how to create
podcasts, public service announcements, multimedia
presentations, digital business plans and social media
campaigns.
Teachers, librarians, students, youth or anyone interested
in developing digital skills will find this resource valuable.

Opposing Viewpoints in Context

Gale Cengage Co. | Farmington Hills, Michigan

Opposing Viewpoints in Context is an easy-to-use
information resource for students, teachers, professors,
subject experts lawyers, lawmakers or anyone who
needs to quickly learn the different perspectives for a
major topic.
Summaries of opposing viewpoints are provided for key
topics such as business and economics; energy and
environment; health and medicine; law and politics;
science and technology; U.S. society and culture; war;
and diplomacy. Each summary is written by an expert.

